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Abstract 
 
Image transmission over under water acoustic channel is one of 
research trends that were developed to support under ocean 
environment monitoring. The result of study about the source coding 
performance for image transmission over underwater acoustic 
channel over tropical shallow-water environment is presented in this 
paper. By using the discrete cosine transform (DCT) and wavelet 
coding, image file was compressed and converted into binary data 
sequence. Transmission process was conducted with multicarrier 
OFDM system over under water acoustic channel. An evaluation has 
been implemented on base band scale by adopting channel model of 
previous research. With the DCT technique at Eb/No 20 dB was 
achieved the value of PNSR 12.69 dB, and bit error 0.0025. While by 
using the wavelet technique, at same Eb/No value, achieved the value 
of PSNR at 21.38 dB and bit error rate 0.0022. The performance 
evaluation also conducted visually and showing similar trend as 
simulation result by using pseudo random data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
At the last three decades it has been seen the development of 
underwater acoustic communication in many application as study of marine, 
oceanography, oil exploration in the off coast area and defense system. Next 
researches in the last few years have been able to increase performance and 
toughness system than previous existing [1]. In this paper it is also described 
the direction of development of communication underwater acoustic 
research.  
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The use of DCT techniques will give a good performance compared 
with Wavelet for the channel condition which has a height relative value of 
Eb/No, for example, 30 dB.  
In the future research, it will be conducted over image transmission 
modeling with characteristics of frequency selective fading. Among the sub-
carrier with in the OFDM system, it is possible to use the different 
modulation and different channel coding techniques. By this strategy, the 
system is expected able to increase the efficiency of energy transmission. 
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